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Abstract

The poverty issue among children is rarely being discussed and talked about in Malaysia while it is one critical problem that could affect the future generation as well as the nation. The poverty rate among children has increased with the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic and also the declaration of Restricted Movement Order (RMO). Based on the early estimation, RMO has been affecting the children’s poverty in multidimensional aspects. Hence, objective of the study is to know the challenges related to the Covid-19 implications in form of multidimensional aspects regarding the children poverty. The research is using a qualitative approach by referring to the secondary resources which is the Report of Poverty in Urban Kids, UNICEF 2017, journal articles, books, and theses. Researchers use the instrument through the existing Program Policy Proposal approach issued by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF Malaysia) which covers four areas, education, food, health and welfare. The results of the study found that the implications of Covid-19 have indeed had various negative effects on children in education, food, health and welfare. In conclusion, this study has helped various parties, especially the government bodies on tackling the reality of Covid-19 and RMO towards the poverty of children in multidimensional aspects.
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1.0 Introduction

Children are defined as an individual under 18 years old as recorded in the Children Act 2001 based on the Report of Urban Children Poverty, UNICEF 2017. Poverty in children is an issue that is rarely discussed in Malaysia while this issue is considered critical as it could affect the children's future in the long term. Based on Begum et al., (2012), children poverty is identified or understood as a situation where the children are living in a household with a family income at less than one dollar per day. According to the World Bank, the children poverty applies to any children who live in a household income lower than a line of poverty. Both definitions are based on the financial elements that do not represent the whole issue and not describe the reality of poverty in children. This is a different case with the definition according to Ingutia et al (2020), where the children poverty is understood as those whom their rights are denied in getting access to proper supports in term of material, sociocultural, economy, politic, social and environments which are the basic things needed for the children development. This definition describes the issue more adequately because it considers the surrounding elements of the children in poverty.

With the current unfortunate situation due to the Coronavirus’s pandemic or popularly known as COVID-19, Malaysia’s government has taken some actions by declaring the Restricted Movement Order (RMO). This measure was taken to cut off the infection chain of COVID-19 as reduce the risk for more potential infections among the citizens. RMO limits the movement and involves other activities, including educational, social, and economic aspects. Especially from the economical aspect, based on Jabatan Perangkaan Malaysia (2020) research, it is estimated 52.6% Malaysians are affected due to RMO especially among them who work as freelancers or contract based. These RMO impacts could also contribute to the children's poverty directly due to affected family income. When their family income is affected, it will also negatively influence the children's development, welfare, education, and nutrition (Ge & Wang, 2019) which then contribute to a long-term effect. According to Ingutia, Rezitis, and Sumelius (2020), with insufficient resources and unacceptable conditions, in terms of nutrition and facilities in the community or family, the children will have difficulties in exploring their potentials. Besides, they also have a high probability of dropping school and paying less attention to learning and education (Ingutia et al., 2020). Poverty also creates a boundary and gap with the children who are not in the poverty category, hence, further denying them from the established system, (Qi & Wu, 2015). Thus, in the context of RMO, it directly threatens the children's potentials of the children in poverty from various angles.

The RMO announcement can be considered as a sudden action because many parties are not expecting that this measure will be carried out. This sudden move directly affects the poor children and their families and the support institution system. Based on Cuesta and Meyer (2018), to solve the poverty in children, the authority should also take the responsibility to provide an exclusive system to take them out of the poverty state. These bodies usually provide a professional and exclusive system to enhance the environment in a multidimensional aspect for the children strengthen the economic and social aspects (Ge & Wang, 2019). However, when the RMO was implemented, there are concerns about the institution’s vulnerabilities related to poverty children. Furthermore, poverty positioned the children to be in a inadequate and improper...
environment and condition. According to Chaudry and Wimer (2016), poverty caused many sufferings from various financial problems in getting sufficient basic requirements, education, nutrition, and welfare. As a result, this situation forces them to miss many opportunities and will be left behind from many aspects, making them unable to catch up with the mainstream system (Main, 2017). Within this RMO situation, the children's poverty problem will become more severe. This issue needs a multidimensional analysis to ensure some practical solutions for the children in the long-term.

2.0 Issues and Challenges

The rapid outbreak of Covid-19 is worrying everyone and hence, Kelantan's government has been providing incentives worth RM300 per one B40 family with positive-tested Coronavirus (Covid-19). Based on Minister, Datuk Ahmad Yakob, RM300 will be under the monitoring centre for Covid-19. Meanwhile, finance support worth RM500 will be given to the family members of the COVID-19-infected deceased who not a member of the Kifaaah scheme of Kelantan state government. RM5 million was allocated to deal with the Covid-19 outbreak hoping to reduce the burden of the Kelantan's citizens. The allocation could also manage and reducing the burden of the less fortunate citizens affected by the Covid-19 (Berita Harian Online, 2020). With those financial supports, it can at least impact the welfare of the children in every household. We do not know how far it can give positive impacts on the children's needs during this pandemic. However, Malaysia has proved its success in enhancing the citizen condition with a steady growth of its economy within five decades in which KDNK recorded a 10% increase per year since the 70s. On average, KDNK growth established a high-income rate for households and it continues to inspire efforts in reducing the poverty rate. The poverty rate has reduced significantly, which is from 50% in 1970 to 0.4% in 2016. Even though the national poverty rate is 0.4%, poverty still exists. Based on the data provided by UNICEF Malaysia, 34% of indigenous people in Peninsular Malaysia live in poverty while 20.2% of Sabah indigenous society and 7.3% of Sarawak's in a state of poverty (UNICEF Malaysia, 2018). Hence, ongoing research is crucial and needs to be carried out to observe the COVID-19 implications on children during the pandemic because the success in economic growth can be measured through how far the children could benefit from it. If such a developmental plan is sustainable, it must be fair in approaching every potential child and guarantee their promising future during and after the Covid-19 pandemic.

A children protection policy is required during the Covid-19 pandemic to encourage each agency, organization, and society in giving attention to the protection of the children and carry out the responsibility together (Ge & Wang, 2019). This policy is in line with the Convention’s philosophy regarding the Children Rights and Children Policy 2001 that emphasizes the principle of protection on children to ensure their best interest, which was also established in the National Children Protection Policy 2001. Some parents stated that they are more worried about Covid-19 than the problem in managing their families at homes which indirectly might affect the children (Portal Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat, Dasar Perlindungan Kanak-kanak Negara 2001). Plus, children are the future hope and the source of human capital for the nation. This human capital could be developed by providing a safe and conducive environment. Furthermore, protection of the children against neglect in education, nutrition, health,
and welfare must be prioritized especially during the pandemic of Covid-19. Based on the statistic data by UNICEF Malaysia, about 4% of households receiving financial support from zakat or JKM (Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat) meanwhile 34% of households with income under RM4000 were not qualified to accept BRIM, and 77% households were recorded to not have any savings. These supports and savings could affect the wellbeing of the children especially while facing the pandemic outbreak. Based on (Haq & Zia, 2013; OECD, 2019 ‘Thomson & Aked, 2009), a subjective well-being indicator for children is closely related to their feelings and thoughts where this measurement could also involve perception, feelings, and experience (Camfield et al., 2008). Positive well-being can also be understood or defined as their feeling regarding material, family, health, academics, and other life aspects (Statham & Chase, 2010). Besides, an indicator for the children's well-being is often related to their requirement in the family relationship, morale, psychosocial, spiritual, and participation in social activities. Thus, this research is crucial to understand the parents' perceptions towards the children's needs in the aspects of education, nutrition, health, welfare and its impacts during the COVID-19 outbreak.

These children are also part of society who can’t escape the impacts of this life-threatening Covid-19 outbreak that happening globally. The world was shocked by the news of an 11 years old girl infected by Covid-19 in East Jawa, Indonesia. Hence, various agencies have been involved to help any affected community in name of humanity as stated by Allah SWT: “O ye who believe! Seek help with patient perseverance and prayer; for Allah is with those who patiently persevere (Chapter Al-Baqarah: 153) Allah SWT explained that the best way to ask for Allah’s help when people are facing many difficulties (some are the difficulties in life such as disease outbreak or any disaster) is through patient and prayer. The charities contributed by several agencies worth RM42,339,100 were distributed to the asnaf group is the most significant amount distributed by the Kelantan government. This financial assistance was given in cash worth RM400 or RM200 per month by bank account transfer method. About 9775 receivers of Monthly Poverty Aid worth RM400 were recorded until December 2019 while for RM200 support, about 270 receivers were recorded that makes a total of 10,045 receivers. This allocation has been distributed before the Covid-19 outbreak and is still ongoing until now.

From the Islamic perspective, on the other hand, a concept of poverty cannot be measured just from the material aspect and should include the spiritual aspect. Hence, the children’s welfare is crucial during the current time despite the monthly financial support given to the school student by the Kelantan Department of Education and Kelantan Islamic Foundation. For the primary school category, the financial support given is at RM80 per month while for the secondary school category (Form 1- Form 5 student), RM120 per month is given and RM180 is given to Form 6 students. According to MAIK (Majlis Agama Islam Kelantan) data, there are 1027 receivers of the Tengku Anis scholarship until December 2019. All applications for these financial aids must be made through the Kelantan Department of Education and the Kelantan Islamic Foundation.

Furthermore, according to UNICEF, a high nutrition food provision is one main problem in Malaysia. It is recorded that one in five children experience stunted growth and one in ten experiencing low body weight. Low nutrient in food resource is one of the denied
rights. The research found that low body weight, stunted growth, and skinny problems have been the ongoing issue among children under 5 years old two times more than the average rate in Kuala Lumpur. On the other hand, the overweight problem, reaches almost six times more (32%) than the average rate (4%) in Kuala Lumpur. Moreover, the highest percentage of stunted growth in children recorded in 2016 was Kelantan with 34%. Compared to other countries with the same KDNK per capita as Malaysia, the bodyweight of children in Malaysia shows a much higher rate. For example, almost 13% of children in Malaysia whom 5-19 years old are experiencing obesity which this percentage recorded to be higher than Hungary (11%), Turki (10%), and Polland (9%). The percentage of stunted growth in children in Malaysia, is more severe than Ghana even though the KDNK per capita of Malaysia is six times higher. In the wealthiest district of Malaysia, Putrajaya, almost one of four children experiencing stunted growth is higher than the national average rate.

Based on UNICEF Malaysia’s report, children from the most impoverished state in Kelantan, have recorded a severe rate compared to the children in low-income countries such as Zimbabwe and Swaziland. Therefore, this research is very significant because Kelantan was also affected due to the pandemic outbreak. Therefore, this study focuses on the children who are populating Kelantan and reside in the highest infection rate district or the red zone. However, Malaysia has been provided various established programs to be carried out by the related agencies to combat the poverty problem among the B40. One of the initiatives is the education aspect such as a one-off financial aid program and private pre-school fee support for household income less than RM3000 by the Ministry of Education. Not only that, financial support worth RM100 per month for 7 years old to 17 years old children, with an additional RM150 per month for a household with income per capita under RM300 and RM75 for household income per capita under RM500. These initiatives have been carried out in the normal situation and are this aid could help the children during the Covid-19 outbreak? In the aspect of the resource, The Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health also employs a food charity program for the student from low-income families, a free milk program and recovery program for six months to six years old children who experience lack of nutrition. This situation has been happening within the normal situation and it is highly concern during the Covid-19 outbreak because it could be affecting the children badly. However, this program was allocated for the student from household income lower than RM3000 and group B40. Before pandemic, one of the ministries initiatives is the distribution of free food at school worth RM2.50 per person in Peninsular Malaysia and RM3.00 per person in Sabah and Sarawak and two cartons of chocolate milk (200ml) are provided twice a week and it should be continued due to the pandemic. The government body also participates in the initiatives made for people’s health, such as, the National Immunization Program lauch by the Ministry of Health, which provides free immunization for any preventable diseases. From the aspect of children welfare, the Ministry of Women, Family, and Community Development has allocated allowance worth RM100 until RM450 per month for children under 18 years old whose family consists of more than four kids. Therefore, we can observe a serious concern from the government body towards the children and, hopefully, the Covid-19 outbreak will not be affecting these children negatively.
3.0 Conclusion

Children Protection Policy (Children Act 2001) is a type of policy that consists of statements related to children's protection principles in line with the Convention of Children Rights. This policy focuses on advocation, prevention, support system, and research and development to serve the one purpose: protecting the children. There are three Ministries that are involved in this policy; (1) Ministry of Health, (2) Ministry of Education, and (3) Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development. Besides, through this study, several policy implications and suggestions can be established such as (1) providing a guarantee in social protection towards the children during the Covid-19 outbreak and (2) Getting insight into the factors causing poverty among B40 children from various perspectives as well as acknowledging any possible injustice that might happen. The Children Protection Policy has been employed to ensure every child is provided with care and protection against neglect, abuse, violent acts, and exploitation. This policy has also been a catalyst towards awareness and commitments from all parties including all community members in protecting the children, especially during the Covid-19 outbreak.

Moreover, we need to understand and know the needs of B40 children from the aspects of education, food, health, and welfare during the outbreak and its effects on the involved children. Therefore, an awareness of society is significant so we could view this shortcoming from a positive side. Make use of this RMO period to be more productive, have a chance to amending and strengthen the relationship among family members, do any fun activities, and always look for wisdom through the difficulties and unfortunate events in hoping that the society is safe from COVID-19 outbreak.
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